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Cisco University Recruiting Programs
When one journey ends, another begins.
Campus days are some of the most memorable ones. The academic and non-academic learning, personal growth and skill
transformation with the single-minded objective to get a fabulous career culminates with getting that rst dream job. And
then, a new era begins where you start learning again and growing professionally.
Join Cisco to transcend from learning to innovating.

Life @ Cisco
Experts say that your rst job and mentor play a pivotal role in mounting your career for bigger and greater possibilities. The
enviable nurturing and grooming, exposure and opportunities, advice and role models at Cisco bring out the best in you by
recognising your individuality, potential, uniqueness and creativity. It is no wonder that Cisco is one of the most aspirational
companies in the world for someone who is intellectually curious and a lifelong learner.
We o er dream careers in technical and non-technical domains giving future leaders the opportunity to build skills while
working on live projects through our internship and new graduate programs.
Join us if you are passionate about Networking and see yourself as an 'intrapreneur'.
Join us if you value empowerment, recognition, trust, fairness, respect and camaraderie.
Join us to make a positive impact on people, society, and our planet.
Join Cisco to 'BE YOU, WITH US'.
#WeAreCisco

What we do @ Cisco
A worldwide leader in networking hardware and solutions, Cisco has formed the digital backbone of thousands of
organisations, with majority of today's internet tra c travelling over Cisco-built network pathways. Making a career at Cisco is a
natural move for those looking to believe, dream and achieve!
Love for technology and passion for enterprise is prerequisite in our interns and new grads. We encourage them to nd interest
areas to upskill and make the most of networking events and professional development opportunities.
Capability is supported and breakthroughs are appreciated.

The work culture, fun environment, diversity of talent are few things that rank
Cisco at #4 on “Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For®” list of 2020.
To know how you can participate in the Cisco University Recruiting programs, reach out to us at india_UR@cisco.com
Make the most of this opportunity, or one year from now you may wish you had started today.

